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1 IntroductionThe word cuto� was coined by Diaconis and Aldous in 1983 to characterize the propertyof many Markov chains, usually with a high degree of symmetry, to converge veryabruptly to their stationary distribution. Diaconis [6] and section 2.4 of Salo�-Coste[29] are two general references on this phenomenon. A cuto� phenomenon is saidto occur in the convergence to equilibrium of a family of Markov chains (fXa(t)g),depending on some parameter a, when there exists a sequence of deterministic instants(t(a)) such that the total variation distance between the distribution of the chain attime t and its asymptotic distribution tends to 1 if t is smaller than t(a) and to 0 if itis larger. Some notations are needed to make the notion precise.In the cases studied here, the state spaces will be either �nite, and will dependon an integer parameter (section 2), or in�nite and �xed, in which case the role ofthe parameter will be played by an initial state tending to in�nity (section 4). On acountable state space I, the notion of convergence for a function f de�ned on I will bethe usual one: the limit lima!1 f(a) = r means that f(a) belongs to a neighborhoodV of r, as soon as a is outside some �nite subset IV of I.We consider a positive recurrent Markov chain fXa(t)g on a countable state space.Its transition kernel may depend on the parameter a. It is denoted by p(t)a (i; j) andP (t)a is the associated semi-group; P (t)a f denotes its action on functions and �P (t)a itsaction on measures. At this point, t can be either integer or real. Sample chains will bestudied in section 2 both in discrete and continuous time. But the application proposedin section 3 concerns discrete time. On in�nite state spaces (section 4) the time willbe continuous, as for Jackson networks (section 5).The initial distribution of the chain will in general depend on the parameter, butwe shall omit the subscript a for a while. We denote by IP� the probability law of thechain starting from the probability measure � and by IE� the associated expectation.With this notation �P (t)f = IE�[f(X(t))], and �P (t) is the distribution of the chain attime t, starting from � at time 0. In most cases, the chain will start deterministicallyfrom a single state. We put IPi := IP�i , IEi := IE�i , where �i means the Dirac mass ati. The invariant probability measure is denoted by � and satis�es �P (t) = � for any t.Probability measures on a discrete set I will be compared as usual through the totalvariation distance:k� � �k = supA�I j�(A)� �(A)j = 12Xa2I j�(a)� �(a)j : (1.1)Our de�nition for cuto� is the following:De�nition 1.1 Let (fXa(t)g : a 2 I) be a family of Markov chains with distributions�aP (t)a and equilibrium measures �a. Let (t(a)) be a family of positive reals, tending to1 as a tends to 1. We say that the family admits a cuto� at time (t(a)) if for any2



positive constant c: lima!1 k�aP (ct(a))a � �ak = 1 for c < 1 ; (1.2)and lima!1 k�aP (ct(a))a � �ak = 0 for c > 1 : (1.3)Notice that cuto� in this sense is de�ned up to equivalence of sequences: if cuto�occurs at time (t(a)) and lim(t(a)=s(a)) = 1 then cuto� occurs also at time (s(a)).One of the best known examples is the random walk on the a�dimensional hyper-cube [8, 7]. Let p(t)a denote the distribution after t steps of that random walk startingwith equal coordinates, and � its stationary distribution. If the dimension a is large, thetotal variation distance between p(t)a and �, kp(t)a ��k, stays close to 1 for a while, thendrops suddenly to a small value and converges exponentially fast to 0 thereafter. Thetime at which the fall occurs is (1=4)a loga (see Diaconis and Shahshahani [8]). A veryprecise description of the evolution in time of kp(t)a � �k is given by Diaconis, Graham,and Morrison [7]. In that case as in many others, the cuto� occurs in a much sharperway than what is suggested by de�nition 1.1. Several di�erent de�nitions of the notionhave been given (see [29] p. 362). They are usually much sharper than de�nition 1.1above. Indeed we shall obtain sharp results in the cases of sample chains and M/M/1queues. But De�nition 1.1 is well adapted to a particular case that helps shedding anew light on the notion, namely the equivalence in probability of hitting times to theirexpectations. We shall introduce hitting times as stopping tests for MCMC algorithmsin section 3, as well as tools for detecting cuto� on a countable state space in section 4.There it will be shown that cuto� for convergence to equilibrium is actually equivalentto cuto� for any hitting time of a �nite part of the state space.Many distances between probability measures could replace the total variation dis-tance in De�nition 1.1 (see [29] p. 358 and [6] p. 1663). Apart from a technical useof the chi-square distance in section 2, we shall stick to the total variation distancewhich is well adapted to hitting times, as will be shown in sections 3.1 and 4.1. Alsosome de�nitions ask for the cuto� property to hold uniformly in the (deterministic)initial state. Our results will depend in general on the initial distribution, though someuniform results will be given, in particular in sections 2 and 5.This text is not meant as a review of the fast growing literature on the subject, butrather as a presentation of a few results obtained recently, essentially those of references[11, 21, 31, 32], with a strong bias towards applications and uni�cation of seeminglydistinct notions. We shall give full proofs only for some results (Propositions 2.1, 2.2,3.1 and 4.1), and outline briey the proofs of some others, referring to [11, 21, 31, 32]for more details.Section 2 deals with n-samples of i.i.d. �nite Markov chains both in discrete (2.1)and in continuous time (2.2). The application to MCMC algorithms is treated in section3. Several notions of hitting times are de�ned and their asymptotic equivalence to thecuto� time is proved in 3.1. A �rst series of simulation experiments on the generation3



of random stable sets illustrates the method in 3.2. A more concrete application tothe generation of random Aboxes in description logics is described in 3.3. Cuto�phenomenons depending on an initial state tending to in�nity are the object of section4. In general (4.1), we shall prove the equivalence between cuto� for the convergenceto equilibrium and a weak law of large numbers for hitting times, which is in generalmuch easier to obtain. This will be illustrated by explicit calculations for birth anddeath chains on trees and lines in 4.2 and 4.3. The results of 2.2 and 4.1 apply quitenaturally to Jackson networks of queues (section 5). For closed networks (5.1) theresults of section 2 will be applied whereas open networks (5.2) illustrate those ofsection 4.2 Cuto� for samples of Markov chainsHere the cuto� phenomenon is shown to occur for n-tuples of i.i.d. �nite Markovchains. Let P = (pij) be the transition matrix of a reversible and irreducible discretetime Markov chain on a �nite state space E = fi; j; : : :g. A sample of size n of thatchain is built by having n copies of it evolve independently. The result is a Markovchain on the product space En, for which the transition probability from (i1; : : : ; in) to(j1; : : : ; jn) is: pi1j1 : : : pinjn :It will be called the parallel sample chain, and its transition matrix will be denoted by~P . If � is the reversible measure for the initial matrix P , then the product measure~� = �
n is reversible for ~P . If n is large, it will be shown that the parallel samplechain reaches its equilibrium measure ~� at a cuto� time equal tologn2 log(1=�) ;where � is the closest to 1 among absolute values of eigenvalues of P di�erent from 1(Propositions 2.1 and 2.2).Let us turn now to continuous time and consider a Markov generator � = (�ij) onE, admitting � as its reversible measure. Coupling together n independent continuoustime Markov chains with generator � leads to a chain on En, for which the only possibletransitions change one single coordinate at a time. If jm 6= im, the transition rate from(i1; : : : ; im; : : : ; in) to (i1; : : : ; jm; : : : ; in) is �imjm. All other transition rates are null.The corresponding generator will be denoted by ~�. Again, ~� = �
n is the reversiblemeasure of ~�. As will be shown in Propositions 2.5 and 2.6, a cuto� occurs for thechain with generator ~�, at time logn2� ;where � is the smallest among absolute values of non null eigenvalues of �.4



Discrete and continuous time Markov chains are related through harmonization,also called uniformization in some references (see [5, 19, 29]). Let � = (�ij) be aMarkov generator on E and set � = maxi2E Xj 6=i �ij :Let IE be the identity matrix indexed by E. Then P = IE + (1=�)� is a transitionmatrix on E. Conversely, if P is a transition matrix and � a positive real, then� = �(P � IE) is a Markov generator on E. Let fXk ; k 2 INg be a Markov chainwith transition matrix P , and fKt ; t � 0g be a Poisson process with intensity �,independent from the chain fXk ; k 2 INg. De�ne for each t � 0:Zt = XKt :Then fZt ; t � 0g is a continuous time Markov chain with generator �. Thus the dis-crete time chain fXkg and its continuous time version fZtg di�er only by a Poissonianchange of scale.Let us consider now the discrete time counterpart of the generator ~� de�ned above.It is a transition matrix on En for which at most one coordinate is changed at each step.If jm 6= im, the transition probability from (i1; : : : ; im; : : : ; in) to (i1; : : : ; jm; : : : ; in) is�imjm=(n�). That transition matrix will be denoted by:~Q = IEn + 1n� ~� :A Markov chain on En with transition matrix ~Q will be referred to as sequential samplechain. That chain has a cuto� at time (1=2�)n� logn.In order to relate the parallel and the sequential sample chains, we shall set � = 1and � = P � IE. For the parallel sample chain, all coordinates evolve simultaneouslyaccording to the transition matrix P. For the sequential sample chain, one coordinateis picked up with probability 1=n, then it is changed according to P . Both versionshave a cuto� at a time which is of order n logn (if counted in number of changes ofcoordinates). However the constant di�ers. For ~P (parallel sample), it is12 log(1=�) ;whereas for ~Q (sequential sample), it is 12(1� �0) :Here � is the highest absolute value among eigenvalues of P di�erent from 1, and �0 isthe closest to 1 among the same eigenvalues. If � = �0 then the parallel sample chainwill reach equilibrium faster than the sequential one (since log(1=�) > (1 � �)). But5



it may be the case that P has an eigenvalue very close to �1, the chain being almostperiodic. Then log(1=�) will be small, whereas 1� �0 may stay reasonably large. Notsurprisingly, the sequential sample chain will smooth out the e�ect of periodicity muchfaster than the parallel sample chain.Finally, take as a particular case E = f0; 1g and let P be the deterministic transitionmatrix P =  0 11 0 ! :Then the sequential sample chain with transition matrix ~Q is the symmetric randomwalk on the hypercube of dimension n. To avoid periodicity problems, Diaconis andShahshahani [8] p. 126 consider a slightly di�erent matrix, namely (1=(n+1))I ~E +(n=(n + 1)) ~Q. This does not change essentially the cuto� phenomenon and our resultis coherent with theirs (cuto� at (1=4)n logn).2.1 Discrete timeThe �nite state space is still denoted by E, and its cardinality by . From now on, wewill assume that the matrix P is irreducible and reversible with respect to the (strictly)positive measure � = (�(i)) ; i 2 E. Although reversibility may seem a very restrictivehypothesis, it is by far the most frequent case in applications to MCMC methods. Webelieve that our results can be extended to the non reversible case at the expense ofheavier notations and techniques. Under the reversibility hypothesis, all eigenvalues ofP are real. We shall denote them by �` ; ` = 1; : : : ; , and assume they are ranked indecreasing order. 1 = �1 > �2 � � � � � � � �1 :We shall assume moreover that P is aperiodic, which implies that � > �1. The cuto�time is expressed in terms of the following quantity:� = maxfj�2j; j�jg :Reversibility means that P is self-adjoint in `2(�). Let D be the diagonal matrix withdiagonal coe�cients equal to q�(i).D = Diag(q�(i) ; i 2 E) :Then DPD�1 is a symmetric matrix. We shall denote by fv1; : : : ; vg an orthonormalbase of eigenvectors of DPD�1, such that v` is associated to �` for all ` = 1; : : : ; .The �rst vector will be chosen such thatv1(i) = q�(i) ; 8i 2 E :For t = 0; 1; : : : denote by p(t)i the distribution at (discrete) time t of a Markov chainwith transition matrix P , starting from state i at time 0. This distribution is the i�th6



row of the matrix P t. Through diagonalization, it can be expressed in terms of theeigenvalues and eigenvectors of DPD�1 as:p(t)i (j) = q�(j)q�(i) X̀=1 v`(i) v`(j) �t̀ ; 8i; j 2 E : (2.1)The distance between the distribution at time t of a Markov chain and its stationarydistribution can be measured in many ways (see section 6 of [6]). We shall use onlythe total variation distance and the chi-square distance. The total variation distancehas already been de�ned by (1.1). The chi-square distance is:�(p(t)i ; �) = Xj2E (p(t)i (j)� �(j))2�(j) : (2.2)By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, one has:kp(t)i � �k � 12(�(p(t)i ; �))1=2 : (2.3)The chi-square distance is particularly adapted to the reversible case. The followingexpression is easily deduced from (2.1).�(p(t)i ; �) = �1 + 1�(i) X̀=1 v2̀(i)�2t` ; 8t = 0; 1; : : : (2.4)Of course the choice of the initial state is crucial in the cuto� phenomenon. Thesample chain will be initialized deterministically by the state ~{ of En, for which allcoordinates are equal to i 2 E. ~{ = (i; : : : ; i| {z }n times ) :The cuto� time for the parallel sample chain, with transition matrix ~P = P
n on Enis: logn2 log(1=�) :We want to prove that the total variation distance between the distribution at time t,~p(t)~{ and the product distribution ~� = �
n tends to 1 before cuto� time and to 0 after.We shall �rst prove the latter.Proposition 2.1 Let " be a positive real. Assumet > logn2 log(1=�) � log�(i)2 log(1=�) � log(log(1 + 4"2))2 log(1=�) : (2.5)Then, k~p(t)~{ � ~�k < " :7



Remark: The result could have been presented in a more usual way by saying that ift > (logn+ c)=(2 log(1=�)) for some c > 0 then,k~p(t)~{ � ~�k < 12  �1 + exp e�c�(i)!!1=2 :Formula (2.5) clearly shows the importance of the initial state i in the cuto� phe-nomenon. It can be expected that starting from a state i with a low asymptoticprobability will delay and attenuate the cuto� e�ect.Proof.It su�ces to prove the inequality for the chi-square distance �( ~P (t)~{ ; ~�). Weshall use the exact expression (2.4) of that distance, adapting it to the eigen-values of ~P . Let ~D be the diagonal matrix, indexed by ~E, whose diagonalcoe�cient of order (i1; : : : ; in) is q�(i1) : : : �(in). Finding the eigenvectorsof ~D ~P ~D�1 is standard linear algebra, using the fact that the matrix ~D ~P ~D�1is the Kronecker product of n copies of DPD�1 by itself. Let � be a map-ping from f1; : : : ; ng to f1; : : : ; g, and V� be the vector indexed by ~E andde�ned by V�(i1; : : : ; in) = nYm=1 v�(m)(im) :For all ` = 1; : : : ;  denote by n` the cardinality of ��1(`). The vector V� isan eigenvector of ~D ~P ~D�1, associated to the eigenvalue�n11 : : : �n :Its coordinate of order ~{ isV�(~{) = vn11 (i) : : : vn (i) :Thus the chi-square distance can be expressed as:�(~p(t)~{ ; ~�) = �1 + 1�n(i)Xn1;:::;nn1+���+n=n n!n1! : : : n! (v21(i)�2t1 )n1 : : : (v2(i)�2t )n= �1 + �v21(i)�(i) �2t1 + � � �+ v2(i)�(i) �2t �n :In the righthand side of the last equality, the �rst term in the n�th poweris equal to 1. Using (1+x) � exp(x), one gets:�(~p(t)~{ ; ~�) � �1 + exp �n X̀=2 v2̀(i)�(i) �2t` �� �1 + exp � n�(i)�2t� :8



To obtain the last inequality, we have used the de�nition of � and the factthat P` v2̀(i) = 1, the base fv`g being orthonormal.Now�(~p(t)~{ ; ~�) < � (= n�(i)�2t < log(1 + �)(= t > logn2 log(1=�) � log �(i)2 log(1=�) � log(log(1 + �))2 log(1=�) :The result follows by (2.3). 2Proposition 2.2 proves the convergence to 1 of k ~P (t)~{ � ~�k before the cuto� time. Theproof will use classical Chernov bounds for the tail probabilities of the binomial distri-bution (see for instance [3] p. 55).Lemma 2.1 Let B be a binomial random variable with parameters n and p. For allb 2]0; 1[, de�ne h(p; b) = �1� p1� b�1�b �pb�b :Then P [B > nb] < hn(p; b) if b > p ;and P [B < nb] < hn(p; b) if b < p :Proposition 2.2 Let i be an element of E such thatw(i) = X`: j�`j=� v2̀(i) > 0 :Let c be a positive real. There exists n0(c) > 0 such that if n > n0(c) andt < logn� c2 log(1=�) ;then k~p(t)~{ � ~�k > 1� 4 exp �ecw2(i)8�(i)(1� �(i))! : (2.6)Proof.
9



Notice �rst that the total variation distance is a decreasing function oftime, so that if we can prove (2.6) for some t, it will also be true for allsmaller values of time. We are going to exhibit a set ~F � En depending ont, such that for n large enough, and t < (logn� c)=(2 log(1=�)),~�( ~F ) > 1�2 exp �ecw2(i)8�(i)(1��(i))! and ~p(t)~{ ( ~F ) < 2 exp �ecw2(i)8�(i)(1��(i))! :This will prove the result, by de�nition of the total variation distance (1.1).Notice that (2.6) is trivially true if the righthand side is negative. Fromnow on, we assume c is large enough to make it positive. The constructionof the set ~F will make use of the number of coordinates equal to i in thesample: Ni(i1; : : : ; in) = nXm=111fig(im):Under ~p(t)~{ , the distribution of Ni is binomial with parameters n and p(t)i (i),whereas under ~�, it is binomial with parameters n and �(i). Notice thatp(2t)i (i) is a decreasing function of time. The idea is that for t even, andbelow cuto�, the number of coordinates equal to i in a sample chain, startingfrom ~{, is signi�cantly higher than n�(i). Thus we de�ne ~F as follows:~F = n (i1; : : : ; in) 2 En : Ni(i1; : : : ; in) < n(�(i) + (p(t)i (i)� �(i))=2) o ;Recall the identity (2.1): p(t)i (i) = X̀=1 v2̀(i) �t̀ :Assume t = t(n) remains even and c = c(n) is a bounded function suchthat t = (logn� c)=(2 log(1=�)). Thenp(t)i (i) = �(i) + n�1=2ec=2w(i) + o(n�1=2) :Applying Lemma 2.1 with p = �(i) and b = �(i) + (p(t)i (i)� �(i))=2 yields~�( ~E n ~F ) < exp �ecw2(i)8�(i)(1� �(i)) + o(1)! :If Lemma 2.1 is applied to p = p(t)i (i) and the same value of b, the samebound holds for ~p(t)~{ ( ~F ). The result follows. 2At this point it is natural to ask whether the cuto� result could hold uniformlywhatever the initial state of the sample chain. In proposition 2.2, the hypothesis clearlyindicates that convergence can happen earlier than logn=(2 log(1=�)), depending onthe initial state. But it does not happen later and proposition 2.1 easily yieds a uniformupperbound. 10



Proposition 2.3 Let " be a positive real. Assumet > logn2 log(1=�) � log �2 log(1=�) � log(log(1 + 4"2))2 log(1=�) ; (2.7)with � = mini2E �(i). Then, k ~P (t){ � ~�k < " ;for all { = (i1; : : : ; in) 2 ~E.Observe that the hypothesis of proposition 2.2 holds for at least one state i 2 E. Thispermits to state a uniform cuto� result, provided the initial state of the sample coversa sizable proportion of each element of E.Proposition 2.4 Let (q1; : : : ; q) be a strictly positive probability distribution on E.Let n1(n); : : : ; n(n) be functions from IN into IN such that:Xi=1 ni(n) = n and limn!1 ni(n)n = qi :For each n let { = (i1; : : : ; in) be an element of En such that:nXm=111fig(im) = ni(n) ; i = 1; : : : ;  :Let c(n) be any function from IN into IR+, tending to in�nity as n tends to in�nity.De�ne: t�(n) = maxf0 ; logn2 log(1=�) � c(n)g and t+(n) = logn2 log(1=�) + c(n) :Then limn!1k~p(t�(n)){ � ~�k = 1 and limn!1 k~p(t+(n)){ � ~�k = 0 :2.2 Continuous timeIn continuous time, we shall denote by q(t)i the distribution at time t � 0 of a Markovchain with generator �, starting from state i at time 0. It is the i�th row of the matrixexp(t�). Assume the eigenvalues of � are ranked in decreasing order:0 = �1 > �2 � � � � � � :As before, the sample will be initialized with identical coordinates. The distributionat time t � 0 will be denoted by ~q(t)~{ . The cuto� time is expressed is terms of � = ��2:logn2� :There is very little di�erence with propositions 2.1 and 2.2. The proofs follow exactlythe same lines and we refer to [31] for details. In Proposition 2.6, fv`g is an orthonormalbasis of eigenvectors of the symmetric matrix D�D�1, just as in Proposition 2.2.11



Proposition 2.5 Let " be a positive real. Assumet > logn2� � log �(i)2� � log(log(1 + 4"2))2� : (2.8)Then, k~q(t)~{ � ~�k < " :Proposition 2.6 Let i be an element of E such thatw0(i) = X`:�`=�0 v2̀(i) > 0 :Let c be a positive real. There exists n0(c) > 0 such that if n > n0(c) andt < logn� c2(1� �0) ;then k~q(t)~{ � ~�k > 1� 4 exp �ecw02(i)8�(i)(1� �(i))! : (2.9)Proposition 2.5 immediately yields a uniform result analogous to proposition 2.3 whichwill not be written here. Let us just state the analogue of proposition 2.4.Proposition 2.7 Let (q1; : : : ; q) be a strictly positive probability distribution on E.Let n1(n); : : : ; n(n) be functions from IN into IN such that:Xi=1 ni(n) = n and limn!1 ni(n)n = qi :For each n let { = (i1; : : : ; in) be an element of En such that:nXm=111fig(im) = ni(n) ; i = 1; : : : ;  :Let c(n) be any function from IN into IR+, tending to in�nity as n tends to in�nity.De�ne: t�(n) = maxf0 ; logn2� � c(n)g and t+(n) = logn2� + c(n) :Then limn!1 k~q(t�(n)){ � ~�k = 1 and limn!1 k~q(t+(n)){ � ~�k = 0 :12



Assume that � = maxiPj �ij = 1. The discrete time sequential sample has transitionmatrix ~Q = I ~E + (1=n)~�. It di�ers from the continuous time sample chain by aPoissonian change of scale, with intensity n. Its cuto� time isn log(n)2� :The analogue of Proposition 2.5 is obtained straightforwardly using the spectral de-composition of ~Q and standard inequalities. For the lowerbound, the technique ofpropositions 2.2 does not apply since the coordinates of the chain are not independentanymore. One can deduce from proposition 2.6 a weaker result by using the largenumber properties of the Poissonian change of time (see also [7] p. 59). We shall notdetail these results.Diaconis, Graham, and Morrison [7] give a very precise description of the total vari-ation distance k~q(t)~{ � ~�k for the random walk on the hypercube. We believe that theirresults can be generalized to the present situation. Let fX(t)g = f(X1(t); : : : ; Xn(t))gbe the parallel sample chain, starting from ~{ (the argument is the same in continuoustime). Consider the empirical measure associated to fX(t)g:S(t)i (F ) = 1n nXm=111F (Xm(t)) ; 8F � E :For all F � E, the random variable S(t)i (F ) is binomial, with parameters n and p(t)i (F ).As t tends to in�nity, it converges in distribution to the binomial with parameters nand �(i). For n large, these binomial distributions have normal approximations. Themaximum over F of the total variation distance between the two normal approximationsis an asymptotic lower bound for k~p(t)~{ � ~�k. In view of Remark A. p. 60 of [7], it seemsnatural to conjecture that it is actually a good approximation. The idea of using theempirical measure for cuto� detection will be implemented in section 3.3 Application to MCMC convergenceDue to their growing number of applications, Markov Chain Monte-Carlo (MCMC)methods have received a lot of attention in the past ten years (see Robert [27] or Fish-man [14] as general references). If � is a probability distribution to be simulated, theidea is to express it as the reversible measure of a Markov chain. Then two alternativesare possible, the single chain and parallel chain methods. In the �rst one, a sample ofsize n is obtained by extracting n regularly spaced values of a single trajectory of theMarkov chain fX(t)g:(X(t0); X(t0 + t1); : : : ; X(t0 + (n� 1)t1)) :Even though several heuristics have been proposed, in particular by Raftery and Lewis[26] (see also Chapter 6 of Robert [27]), no rigourous result at this day permits a clear13



choice for t0 and t1. The other method consists in running n independent copies of thechain, starting with a preassigned initial distribution. It is believed to be the best wayto obtain a good theoretical control on the distribution on the sample (see Chauveauand Di�ebolt [9]). We believe that the cuto� phenomenon gives a sound theoretical basisto the parallel chain method. Before its cuto� time log(n)=(2 log(1=�)), the parallelsample chain is very far from equilibrium, and it is very close after. The goal being toobtain a n�sample of the distribution �, i.e. a realization of the distribution ~�, oneshould run the n independent copies at least until cuto�, and it is essentially uselessto run them for longer after. The cuto� time is expressed in terms of the spectrum ofthe transition matrix P , which is not known in general. However we shall prove thatthe cuto� can be algorithmically detected using the empirical measure associated tothe sample.Let f be any state function, de�ned on E, with values in IR. Consider the empiricalmean of f at time t: S(t)i (f) = 1n nXm=1 f(X(t)m ) :As n goes to in�nity, and for t larger than the cuto� time, this estimate tends tohf; �i = Pj2E f(j)�(j). We de�ne three families of hitting times (de�nitions 3.1, 3.2,and 3.3) as �rst entrance times of S(t)i (f) in some intervals around the target valuehf; �i. Our main results, propositions 3.1 3.2 and 3.3, show that in general, thesehitting times are asymptotically equivalent in probability to the cuto� time. Thusrunning the sample chain up to one of these hitting times is a way to make sure thatthe cuto� time has been reached.3.1 Hitting timesLet f be a function from E into IR. Let fX(t)g = f(X1(t); : : : ; Xn(t))g be the parallelsample chain, starting with all coordinates equal to i. The empirical expectation of fat time t is: S(t)i (f) = 1n nXm=1 f(Xm(t)) :For all t 2 IN, the random variable S(t)i (f) has expectation:hf; p(t)i i = Xj2E f(j)p(t)i (j) :At time 0, it is equal to f(i). By the law of large numbers, if n is large, S(t)i (f)stays close to hf; p(t)i i at all times. As t tends to in�nity, hf; p(t)i i tends to hf; �i atexponential speed, as shows (2.1). It is reasonable to stop the sample when S(t)i (f)�rst meets hf; �i. 14



De�nition 3.1 Assume f(i) < hf; �i. The hitting time associated to i and f is thefollowing random variable Ti(f):Ti(f) = inff t � 0 : S(t)i (f) � hf; �i g :In view of propositions 2.1 and 2.2, it is natural to expect that Ti(f) should be close tothe cuto� time. This is true when hf; p(t)i i is a monotone function of time. In de�nition3.1, assuming that f(i) < hf; �i is not a real restriction. If it is not the case, onecan replace f by �f . The same remark holds true for Proposition 3.1: if hf; p(t)i i isa decreasing function of time, then h�f; p(t)i i is increasing. In what follows, we shallassume that all eigenvalues of P are non negative. This is not a real restriction: ifsome of them are negative, then one can replace P by P 2. This is the same as runningtwo steps of the Markov chain in a row, or else as stopping the algorithm only at eventimes.Proposition 3.1 Assume i and f are such that:� wi(f) = X`: j�`j=�Xj2E f(j)q�(j)q�(i) v`(i) v`(j) 6= 0 ;� hf; p(t)i i is an increasing function of t.Then Ti(f)  log(n)2 log(1=�)!�1converges to 1 in probability as n tends to in�nity.In other terms, log(n)=(2Ti(f)) is a consistent estimator of log(1=�).Proof.The probability distribution of the chain fX(t) ; t 2 INg, starting fromX(0) = ~{ will be denoted by IP~{. Let c be a constant. We need to provethat, with a probability tending to 1 as n tends to in�nity, Ti(f) is largerthan c log(n)=(2 log(1=�)) if c < 1 and smaller if c > 1. The former will beproved �rst.Denote by t0 the integer part of c log(n)=(2 log(1=�)). The probability thatTi(f) � t0 is the probability that at least one of the S(t)i (f) is larger thanhf; �i, for t = 0; : : : ; t0. Hence:IP~{[Ti(f) � t0] � t0Xt=0 IP~{[S(t)i (f) � hf; �i] :15



For all t, nS(t)i (f) is a sum of n i.i.d. bounded random variables. ByHoe�ding's inequality ([25] p. 58) one has for all b > 0:IP~{[S(t)i (f)� hf; p(t)i i � b] � exp(�2nb2=�2) ;where � = maxj;k2E jf(j)� f(k)j. This inequality is to be applied tob = hf; �i � hf; p(t)i i :For t � t0 � c log(n)=(2 log(1=�)), under the hypothesis that wi(f) is nonnull, one gets: b � wi(f)n�c=2 + o(n�c=2) :Hence IP~{[S(t)i (f) � hf; �i] � exp �w2i (f)2�2 n1�c + o(n1�c)! :Then IP~{[Ti(f) � T0] � logn2 log(1=�) exp �w2i (f)2�2 n1�c + o(n1�c)! ;which tends to 0 as n tends to in�nity for c < 1.Let now c be larger than 1. Let d be an integer, t and s two positivereals. Consider the d regularly spaced instants t+s; : : : ; t+ds, and de�neS to be the random vectorS = (St+si (f); : : : ; St+dsi (f)) :Our goal is to show that IP~{[S 2]�1; hf; �i[d]can be made arbitrarily small, for a particular choice of t, s and d suchthat: logn2 log(1=�) < t + s < t+ ds < c logn2 log(1=�) :Some estimates on the distribution of the vector S are needed here. Form = 1; : : : ; n denote by Jm the random vectorJm = (f(X(t+s)m ); : : : ; f(X(t+ds)m )) :The vectors Jm are i.i.d. and their sum is nS. Their expectation isIE~{[Jm] = (hf; p(t+s)i i; : : : ; hf; p(t+ds)i i) :16



Denote by C = (Ckh) their covariance matrix. For 1 � k � h � d, one has:Ckh = Xj;j02E f(j)f(j 0)p(t+ks)i (j)p((h�k)s)j (j 0)� hf; p(t+ks)i ihf; p(t+hs)i i :It follows from (2.1) that, as t and s tend to in�nity, C tends to the diagonalmatrix v2(f)Id, where v2(f) is the variance of f under �.v2(f) = Xj2E f 2(j)�(j)� hf; �i2 : (3.1)More precisely, let k:k1 denote the maximum absolute value of all coe�-cients of a matrix. One has:kC � v2(f)Idk1 � (k1�t + k2�s) ;where k1 and k2 are two constants, not depending on d.Fix n0 and c0 such that for n > n0 and t > (log(n) + c0)=(2 log(1=�)):hf; P (t+ks)i i > hf; �i � 1pn :Then IP~{[S(t+ks)i (f) < hf; �i ; 1 � k � d ]� IP~{[pn(S(t+ks)i (f)� hf; P (t+ks)i i) < 1 ; 1 � k � d ] :The idea is to bound the above probability, using the probability of]�1; 1[d under the d�dimensional Gaussian distributions Nd(0; C) (mean0, covariance matrix C) and Nd(0; v2(f)Id). For this, two successive boundsare needed, �rst a Berry-Ess�een estimate, then a bound for the distancebetween the two normal distributions. This is a standard procedure forempirical processes, and can be found in several references, such as Doukhan[10], p. 51 and Gin�e [17]. Using the inequalities given in the proof of lemmas5.6 and 5.7 of [17], one gets:IP~{[S 2]�1; hf; �i[d] � Nd(0; C)(]�1; 1[d) + k3dv2(f)pn� Nd(0; v2(f)Id)(]�1; 1[d)+k3dv2(f)pn + k4(d)(�t + �s)= �d + k3dv2(f)pn + k4(d)(�t + �s) ;where � = �(1=v(f)) < 1, denoting by � the standard Gaussian dis-tribution function. For " > 0, one can �x d such that �d < "=3, then17



n1 > n0 such that for n > n1, k3dv2(f)=pn < "=3. It remains to chooset > (logn+ c0)=(2 log(1=�) and s such thatIP~{[S 2]�1; hf; �i[d] < " :Thus the probability that Ti(F ) is smaller or equal to t+ds is larger than1�". Moreover, for n large enough, the choices can be made to satisfy:t+ ds < c logn2 log(1=�) :Hence the result. 2The crucial hypothesis in proposition 3.1 is that the expectation of f under p(t)i isan increasing function of t. This is the case if �f is the indicator function of state i,and if all eigenvalues of P are non-negative. But estimating the proportion of a singlestate is not sensible if the state space has a very large size.In some particular cases, stochastic monotonicity can provide natural choices fori and f . Assume the state space E is endowed with a partial order and the Markovchain with matrix P is stochastically monotone for that order (see Massey [22]). Leti be a minimal element, and f be an increasing function on E. Then hf; p(t)i i is anincreasing function of time. This can be used for instance for birth and death chainsor attractive spin systems.Of course, in applications very little is known about P and �, and the hypothesesof proposition 3.1 cannot be checked. Even worse, in general the expectation of agiven function f under � cannot be computed. We shall propose two answers to thatproblem. The �rst one still uses monotonicity to de�ne amerging time for two empiricalexpectations. The second one uses the notion of con�dence interval. Both hitting timesare asymptotically equivalent to cuto� time and thus capable of detecting the accessto equilibrium. We shall state the corresponding convergence results without proofs(see [32]).De�nition 3.2 Let i1 and i2 be two elements of E such that f(i1) < hf; �i and f(i2) >hf; �i. Let S(t)i1 (f) and S(t)i2 (f) be the empirical expectations of f computed over twoindependent samples of sizes n1 and n2, starting with all coordinates equal to i1 andi2 respectively. The merging time associated to i1, i2, and f is the following randomvariable Ti1i2(f): Ti1i2(f) = inff t � 0 : S(t)i1 (f) � S(t)i2 (f) g :The advantage of merging times is that they do not require knowing the value of hf; �ifor detecting the cuto�. 18



Proposition 3.2 Assume i1 i2 and f are such that:� At least one of the two quantities wi1(f) and wi2(f) is non null.� hf; p(t)i1 i is an increasing function of t.� hf; p(t)i2 i is a decreasing function of t.Then Ti1i2(f)  log(n1 + n2)2 log(1=�) !�1converges to 1 in probability as n1 and n2 tend to in�nity.Proposition 3.2 can be applied for instance in a case where stochastic monotonicityholds, if f is increasing with respect to the order of the state space. Then one has tochoose i1 minimal and i2 maximal in E. As will be shown in section 3.2, the mergingtime can give good results even when the chain is not stochastically monotone. In anycase, it is reasonable to choose i1 and i2 such that f(i1) is minimal and f(i2) maximal.In general, it can be feared that hf; p(t)i i � hf; �i will change sign several times, sothat the hitting time Ti(f) will be signi�cantly lower than cuto�. Of course it can alsooccur for merging times Ti1i2(f). This can be arranged by considering a new familyof hitting times. We shall de�ne T (�)i (f) as the �rst time at which S(t)i (f) enters abilateral con�dence interval of asymptotic level � around hf; �i.De�nition 3.3 Let i be an element of E, and f be a function from E into IR. Let� 2]0; 1[. Let fX(t) ; t 2 INg be the sample chain starting from X(0) = ~{. We callhitting time associated to i and f at level �, the random variableT (�)i (f) = inf8<: t : pnjS(t)i (f)� hf; �ijv(f) < ��1 �1 + �2 �9=; ;where v2(f) is the variance of f under � and � denotes the standard Gaussian distri-bution function: �(z) = Z z�1 1p2�e�x2=2 dx :Once again, in practice, neither hf; �i nor v2(f) can be computed explicitly. But acon�dence interval for hf; �i can be previously estimated over a reduced sample. Theentrance time of S(t)i (f) into that con�dence interval is a reasonable stopping time forthe full size sample. As can be expected, the analogue of proposition 3.1 holds forT (�)i (f), under weaker hypotheses.Proposition 3.3 Assume i and f are such that19



� wi(f) = X`: j�`j=�Xj2E f(j)q�(j)q�(i) v`(i) v`(j) 6= 0 ;� hf; p(t)i i 6= hf; �i for all t 2 IN.Then T (�)i (f)  log(n)2 log(1=�)!�1converges to 1 in probability as n tends to in�nity.We believe that the cases where Ti(f), Ti1i2(f), and T (�)i (f) all fail to detect thecuto� are rarely encountered in practice. Running a sample chain up to a hittingor merging time can reasonably be expected to output a fair sample of the targetdistribution �.Before turning to real implementations of the method in next sections, we shallpresent two small examples. Here the function f will always be the indicator functionof a subset F of the state space E, and we shall denote Ti(F ) instead of Ti(11F ). Letus start with an example where Ti(F ) fails to estimate the cuto� time, whatever i andF . Consider the following transition matrix P on E = f1; 2; 3g.P = 0B@ 0:5 0:5 00:5 0 0:50 1 0 1CA : (3.2)Its reversible measure is:�(1) = 0:4 �(2) = 0:4 �(3) = 0:2 :The eigenvalues are f�0:809 ; 0:309 ; 1g, thus � = 0:809 and �0 = 0:309. Sincep(1)3 (3) = 0, the hitting time T3(f3g) is always equal to 1. As n tends to in�nity, thehitting time T1(f1g) converges to 3, since p(3)1 (1) = 0:375. All other hitting times tendto 1, 2 or 3. It is clear on this example that the problem comes from the oscillatorybehavior of p(t)i (F ), which is alternatively smaller and larger than the target value �(F ).This is due to the negative eigenvalue. Replacing P by P 2 solves the problem. Table1 presents estimated values for the expectation and standard deviation of T1(f1g),computed over 1000 independent experiments, using P 2 instead of P . The theoreticalvalue log(n)=(2 log(1=�)) is given for comparison.Simulation estimates for the parallel sample chain based on P , for hitting times of�(1), starting from i = 1, at di�erent levels � are presented in Table 2. The sample sizeis n = 10000, and the expectations and standard deviations were estimated over 1000independent simulations. The expectations should be compared with the theoreticalvalue of the cuto� time: log(n)=(2 log(1=�)) = 21:729. The expectation and standarddeviation of T (�)1 (f1g) are decreasing functions of �.20



n estimatedmean standarddeviation log(n)2 log(1=�)1000 12.668 5.167 16.29710000 18.056 4.896 21.729Table 1: Estimated mean and standard deviation of T1(f1g), compared with cuto�time, for the parallel sample chain based on P 2, where P is given in (3.2).� 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5estimatedmean 21.201 16.540 14.367 13.516 12.766standarddeviation 9.048 4.909 3.790 2.978 2.453Table 2: Estimated mean and standard deviations of T (�)1 (f1g), for the parallel samplechain based on the matrix P of (3.2).In order to test the method with di�erent sizes of state space, the natural randomwalk on E = f1; : : : ; g was considered (Example 2.3.1 p. 348 of Salo�-Coste [29]).The transition matrix P is the following.P = 0BBBBBBB@ 0:5 0:5 0 : : : 00:5 0 0:5 : : : 0... . . . . . . . . . ...0 : : : 0:5 0 0:50 : : : 0 0:5 0:5
1CCCCCCCA : (3.3)The uniform measure is reversible: �(i) = 1= for all i. The spectral decomposition ofP is given explicitly in Feller [12], XVI.3. It turns out in this case that � = �0. Wechose i = 1 and F = f1; : : : ; jg, for j ranging from 1 to �1. Table 3 presents estimatesof the expectation T1(f1; : : : ; jg), each computed over 1000 independent experiments,for the parallel sample chain of size n = 10000. For each value of , the theoretical21



value of the cuto� time, log(n)=(2 log(1=�)) is given for comparison. For each valueof i and j, a relative error was computed as the quotient of the amplitude of the 0:95con�dence interval by the mean. The maximum of these relative errors was found tobe 0:0168.nj 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 log(n)2 log(1=�)3 9.0 9.1 6.64 16.1 17.4 16.2 13.35 24.4 27.0 27.0 24.6 21.76 34.1 38.2 39.4 38.1 34.0 32.07 44.4 49.9 52.6 53.0 50.1 44.9 44.38 56.3 63.9 68.1 69.5 68.5 64.6 56.8 58.39 69.1 78.7 84.1 87.1 86.7 84.7 79.3 70.2 74.310 82.8 95.0 102.3 106.1 108.1 107.0 103.0 96.0 84.0 92.1Table 3: Estimated mean of T1(f1; : : : ; jg), compared with cuto� time, for the parallelsample chain based on the matrix P of (3.3).3.2 Random stable setsPropositions 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 are asymptotic results for a �xed state space and a samplesize tending to in�nity. In applications, the state spaces of interest are usually muchlarger than the size of the needed sample. In such a situation, no clear cuto� can beexpected. One can only say that running the sample until a hitting or merging timeas de�ned in section 3.1 is a minimal precaution, but there is no guaranty that thedistribution of the sample will be close to equilibrium shortly after. In order to evaluatethe method, we chose to apply it to large state spaces with a small sample size, bysimulating samples of size only 100 of uniformly distributed random stable sets on linegraphs.The stable sets of an undirected graph (also called independent sets in many ref-erences) are subsets of vertices no two of which are connected (see [4] for a generalreference). Let G = (V;B) be a �nite undirected graph without loops or multipleedges. If x 2 V is a vertex we denote by N(x) the set of its neighbors on the graph.N(x) = fy 2 S : fx; yg 2 Bg:For encoding convenience, stable sets can be identi�ed to the corresponding (0; 1)-incidence vectors, indexed by V . These vectors will be referred to as stable vectors ofthe graph, and their set will be denoted by I(G).I(G) = n � 2 f0; 1gV : 8x 2 V �(x) = 1 =) �(y) = 0 8y 2 N(x) o :22



It is easy to see that the number of stable sets of a graph with bounded degree growsexponentially with the number of vertices. In [15], it was shown that the generatingfunction of the numbers of stable sets with k elements could be computed in linear timewhen the graph G is a Cartesian product of a subgraph by a line, a cycle or a tree.Here we shall consider only the case of the line graph with vertex set V = f1; : : : ; vgand edge set B = f fw;w+1g ; w = 1; : : : ; v�1 g. Let gv(z) be the generating functionof the number of stable sets with k elements on that graph. The functions gv(z) canbe computed explicitly using the following equation (see [15]).gv(z) = gv�1(z) + zgv�2(z) :The number of elements of E is gv(1). We shall consider two functions on E. The �rstone is the indicator function of stable sets containing the �rst vertex.f1(�) = 1 if �(1) = 1 ; 0 else :The second one is the size of a stable set.f2(�) = vXx=1 �(x) :Let � be the uniform distribution on E. The expectation of f1 under � ishf1; �i = gv�2(1)gv(1) :That of f2 is hf2; �i = g0v(1)gv(1) :Table 4 gives the values of jEj and hf2; �i for v ranging from 10 to 100. The value ofhf1; �i converges exponentially fast to (3�p5)=2 = 0:381966.Let us now describe the simulation procedure for samples of random stable sets.The set E is naturally endowed with a graph structure, inherited from that of thehypercube. Two stable vectors are neighbors in that graph if and only if they di�er byexactly one coordinate. The symmetric random walk on that graph admits the uniformmeasure on E as its reversible measure. It can be de�ned as the sequence of successiveoutputs of the following algorithm.Initialize �Repeatchoose x at random in VIf (�(x) = 1)then �(x) � 0elseIf (8y 2 V ; �(y) = 1) fx; yg =2 B)then �(x) � 1 23



v jEj hf2; �i10 144 2.916720 17711 5.680730 2:1783 106 8.444640 2:6791 108 11.208550 3:2951 1010 13.972460 4:0527 1012 16.736470 4:9845 1014 19.500380 6:1306 1016 22.264290 7:5401 1018 25.0282100 9:2737 1020 27.7921Table 4: Number of stable sets and average size of a random stable set for the linegraph with v vertices.EndIfEndIfUntil (stopping rule)The set of stable sets is naturally ordered by inclusion and the two functions f1and f2 are increasing for that order. However, the symmetric random walk on Eis not stochastically monotone. We used the algorithm to generate samples of sizen = 100, using merging times (De�nition 3.2) as a stopping test. Apart from numericalevidence, we have no proof that the hypotheses of proposition 3.2 were satis�ed in ourimplementation of the method.In a �rst series of experiments, we based the test on f1. The �rst 50 coordinatesof the sample were initialized at the null vector �1(x) � 0. The second half of thesample was initialized at the vector �2 having only its �rst coordinate equal to 1. Thusthe initial values of S(0)�1 (f1) and S(0)�2 (f1) were 0 and 1 respectively. The simulationwas stopped at the merging time T�1�2(f1). In order to validate the obtained sam-ple, the expectation of f2 under � was estimated by computing the mean size of theobtained stable sets at that time. The experiment was repeated 100 times for eachv = 10; 20; : : : ; 100. Over the 100 repetitions, an estimate for the expectation andstandard deviation of the merging time, and of the expected size were computed. Theresults are given in Table 5. One observes that even though the merging times arequite short, the expected size is correctly estimated, in spite of the very small size ofthe sample (compare with Table 4).For the next series of experiments we switched the roles of f1 and f2. The mergingtime was based on f2, and the sample at merging time was used to estimate theprobability for the �rst vertex to be in the set: hf1; �i. Half of the sample was initializedwith the null vector �1. For the other half, we chose to initialize with the vector for24



v mergingtime(mean) mergingtime(st: dev:) expectedsize(mean) expectedsize(st: dev:)10 21.00 8.70 2.92 0.1120 39.32 18.34 5.63 0.1730 60.65 25.83 8.36 0.1840 81.90 32.67 11.13 0.2150 102.59 39.96 13.86 0.2360 129.12 49.88 16.61 0.2770 136.36 58.18 19.25 0.4180 148.28 56.86 22.04 0.4290 187.13 67.89 24.86 0.39100 203.90 77.24 27.55 0.50Table 5: Experimental results for 100 samples of 100 stable sets on the line graph withv vertices. Merging times and average size of the stable sets.which the value of f2 is maximal, �2(x) � 1, even though it is outside E. As before, theexperiment was stopped at time T�1�2(f2), and the proportion of elements of the samplefor which the �rst coordinate was 1 at that time, was computed. This was repeated 100times and an estimate for the expectation and standard deviation of the merging time,and of the proportion of �rst coordinates equal to 1, were computed. The results arethose of Table 6. The merging times are longer than those of Table 5. The probabilityfor the �rst vertex to be in the random stable set (theoretical value ' 0:382) is correctlyestimated, with a small standard deviation over the 100 repetitions.v mergingtime(mean) mergingtime(st: dev:) freq: offirst vertex(mean) freq: offirst vertex(st: dev:)10 22.40 4.74 0.382 0.04720 46.87 8.89 0.381 0.05130 74.93 13.64 0.381 0.04640 103.15 21.10 0.381 0.04950 128.58 21.75 0.379 0.04660 160.87 23.66 0.381 0.05170 188.19 29.03 0.377 0.04680 216.77 34.82 0.375 0.04790 251.17 39.18 0.380 0.048100 284.23 49.59 0.377 0.049Table 6: Experimental results for 100 samples of 100 stable sets on the line graph withv vertices. Merging times and frequency of stable sets containing the �rst vertex.25



3.3 Random AboxesThis is our �rst `real size' application of the method to a true MCMC problem. Whatis described here is the preliminary part of a joint work with M.C. Rousset ([11]).The computational complexity of Description Logics (DL) reasoning problems hasbeen extensively studied (see e.g. [24] for a recent survey). Many results on the worst-case time/space complexity for the corresponding inference algorithms are now avail-able. Those results show that, under worst-case conditions, most operations of practicalinterest can only be performed in a computing time that grows exponentially fast withthe size of the structure. However, despite their theoretical intractability, DL systemshave been used for real applications. This suggests that worst-case examples are notrealistic. In [11], the problem of generating random benchmarks for DL systems wasaddressed. The idea of generating random benchmarks is to perform experimentallyprobabilistic analyses for DL algorithms (see [18]).In DL a Tbox de�nes the logical rules of a given context of application by proposi-tions, called concepts, and binary relations, called roles, together with possible logicalinteractions between them (implications, exclusions. . . ). It can be seen as the rule ofthe game. With one Tbox can be associated an Abox, once a set of objects (the play-ers) has been precised. Such an Abox is a set of facts of one of two types, concept-factsand role-facts. If C is a concept in the Tbox and o an object, the concept-fact C(o)belongs to the Abox if C is true for o. Similarly a role-fact R(o; o0) may belong to theAbox if o and o0 are actually related by the role R. The Abox is said to be admissibleif none of the rules is violated by the conjunction of its facts. The stable sets of a givengraph can be seen as particular cases of Aboxes. Here the role of the TBox is played bythe initial graph, with no role, concepts placed at the vertices and exclusion relationscorresponding to the edges. An Abox for a single object can be seen as a stable set ofthe graph, if C(o) is interpreted as the vertex C being in the set.Let T be a �xed Tbox. Let A be the set of admissible Aboxes relative to T anda �xed set of objects. Let c and r be the numbers of concepts and roles in T , andk be the number of objects. The set A is �nite, with a potentially large cardinality,actually bounded above by 2ck+rk2. Owing to that combinatorial explosion, the onlyway of generating uniformly distributed random Aboxes is a MCMC algorithm. As inthe case of stable sets, the idea is to de�ne an undirected graph structure, the verticesof which are the elements of the set to be sampled. The symmetric random walk onan undirected connected graph admits the uniform distribution on the vertex set asits unique asymptotic distribution. In the graph structure that we de�ne on A, edgesconnect pairs of admissible Aboxes di�ering by a single fact. A priori, the number ofpossible neighbors of a given Abox is ck + rk2. Due to possible incompatibilities orredundancies, the degree of a general Abox can be notably smaller. This is reected inthe algorithm, through the admissibility test. The algorithm for generating a uniformsample of n admissible Aboxes relative to a given Tbox and a given set of individualsis the following: 26



Initialize [A1; : : : ; An]RepeatFor i = 1 to N:Choose concept-factwith probability ck=(ck + rk2)or role-factwith probability rk2=(ck + rk2)If concept-fact ThenChoose a concept expression Cwith probability 1=c, andChoose an individual owith probability 1=kIf C(o) 2 Ai Then Ai  � Ai n fC(o)gElse If Ai [ fC(o)g admissibleThen Ai  � Ai [ fC(o)gIf role-fact ThenChoose a role Rwith probability 1=r andChoose a couple of individuals (o; o0)with probability 1=k2If R(o; o0) 2 Ai Then Ai  � Ai n fR(o; o0)gElse If Ai [ fR(o; o0)g admissibleThen Ai  � Ai [ fR(o; o0)gEndForUntil Stopping test.In a �rst series of experiments, we intitialized the sample with empty Aboxes andwe used as a stopping test the hitting time T;(f) associated to the indicator functionf of the set of Aboxes containing a �xed fact. In a second series of experiments weused the technique of merging times. Half of the sample was initialized with the emptyAbox, the other half with identical Aboxes, all containing the target fact. The functionf was the same as before. Both series of experiments gave coherent results for runningtimes and statistical properties of the output samples. On a small Tbox, the obtainedsample of Aboxes was compared with the output of a single trajectory after a very longrunning time (single chain method). The results were again coherent.Many more experiments still have to be run to validate the method on cases ofpractical interest. We believe that the hitting times method really can help cutting thesimulation time and still give satisfactory outputs.
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4 Cuto� on countable state spacesThis section as well as the next one are part of a joint work with S. Martinez [21].Contrarily to the case of sample chains, the state space is a �xed, in�nite countable setdenoted by I. The semigroup (P (t)) of the (irreducible positive recurrent) Markov chainis also �xed. We consider exclusively continuous time Markov chains fX(t) ; t � 0g,although we believe that the results of this section can also be written for the discretecase. The generator is still denoted by �. Our chain will start from a �xed state a 2 I,its distribution is still denoted by IPa. The cuto� phenomenon can occur as a tends toin�nity.Here the notion of hitting time appears even more naturally than in sample chains.The hitting time of b 2 I is: Tb = infft � 0 : X(t) = bg :Assume some particular state called 0, is transformed into an absorbing state, so thenew generator �(0) coincides with � except at row 0, for which �(0)0;b = 0 for any b 2 I.We denote by P (t)0 its semi-group and by fX0(t)g the absorbed chain: X0(t) = X(t) ift < T0 and X0(t) = 0 if t � T0. The total variation distance k�aP (t)0 � �0k is equal tothe survival function out of 0 starting from a,k�aP (t)0 � �0k = IPa[T0 > t] :In this particular case, the chain with stationary measure �0 has a cuto� at time(t(a)) in the sense of De�nition 1.1 if and only if the hitting time of 0 is equivalent inprobability to (t(a)) i.e.8" > 0; lima!1 IPa "����� T0t(a) � 1����� > "# = 0:Observe that this condition implies lima!1 IEa h T0t(a) ; T0t(a) � Ki = 1 for any K > 1, socuto� can be expected at time (t(a)) � (IEa[T0]), in situations where these expectationsexist. In those cases, cuto� means that the hitting time is asymptotically equivalent inprobability to its expectation. This can be interpreted as a weak law of large numbersfor T0. It is a natural idea to compare the access time to equilibrium with the �rsthitting time of a given �xed state. It turns out that cuto� occurs for both at aboutthe same time. This is coherent with what had been observed on quite di�erent hittingtimes in section 3.1.4.1 General resultProposition 4.1 below shows the equivalence between cuto�s for the access to equilib-rium and for the hitting time of a particular state. Actually here, the choice of state 0is not very important, as we point out in the remark at the end of this section, it canbe replaced by any �nite subset of the state space.28



Proposition 4.1 Let (t(a) : a 2 I) be a sequence of positive reals tending to in�nityas a tends to in�nity. The chain fX(t)g with stationary measure � has a cuto� at time(t(a)) if and only if the chain fX0(t)g, absorbed at 0, has a cuto� at the same time.Proof.In what follows we always take c > 0 and we put ta = ct(a). First, we willprove the following:8c < 1; lima!1 IPa[T0 < ta] = 0() 8c < 1; lima!1 k�aP (ta) � �k = 1:Assume �rst the lefthand side. Fix " > 0 and a �nite subset I" of I con-taining 0, such that �(I") > 1� ". We have:k�aP (t) � �k � jIPa[X(t) 2 I"]� �(I")j :If we can prove that IPa[X(ta) 2 I"] < ", for a outside some �nite subset ofI, this will �nish the proof by implying lima!1 k�aP (ta) � �k > 1� 2". NowIPa[X(t) 2 I"] � IPa[ infb2I" Tb � t] � Xb2I" IPa[Tb � t] :Then it su�ces to show that for any b, IPa[Tb � ta] tends to 0 as a tendsto in�nity. One can write T0 � Tb+T0 � �Tb ; where �T is the shift operatorwith respect to (random) time T . For � > 0 take K = K(�) such thatIPb[T0 � K] � �. Using the strong Markov property we getIPa[Tb � ta]= IPa[T0 � (T0 � Tb) + ta]� IPa[T0 � T0 � �Tb + ta]� IPa[T0 � K + ta; T0 � �Tb � K] + IPa[T0 � �Tb � K]� IPa[T0 � K + ta] + IPb[T0 � K]� IPa " T0t(a) � K + tat(a) # + � � 2�;for a 62 I� for some �nite I�, because K=t(a) ��!a!1 0, ta=t(a) = c < 1. Weconclude that lima!1 k�aP (ta) � �k = 1.Conversely, assume k�aP (ta)��k tends to 1. Consider IP0[X(u) = 0]. It is acontinuous function of u, starting from 1 at u = 0 and tending to �(0) > 0as u tends to in�nity. It remains bounded away from 0. Let m > 0 be itsminimum. Denote by Ga(u) = IPa[T0 � u] the distribution function of T0starting from a. We have:IPa[X(ta) = 0] = Z 10 IPa[X(ta) = 0 jT0 = u] dGa(u)� Z ta0 IPa[X(ta) = 0 jT0 = u] dGa(u)� mIPa[T0 � ta] :29



Therefore it is su�cient to prove that IPa[X(ta) = 0] tends to 0 as a tendsto in�nity. Fix " such that 0 < " < �(0)=2. For all a outside a �nitesubset of I, k�aP (ta) � �k > 1 � ". Hence there exists I(a) � I such thatjIPa[X(ta) 2 I(a)]� �(I(a))j > 1� 2". Replacing possibly I(a) by I n I(a),one can assume:IPa[X(ta) 2 I(a)] < 2" and �(I(a)) > 1� 2" :Since 2" < �(0), I(a) must contain 0, so:IPa[X(ta) = 0] < 2" ;hence the result.We now turn to prove the equivalence8c > 1; lima!1 IPa[T0 � ta] = 1() 8c > 1; lima!1 k�aP (ta) � �k = 0:Assume �rst the lefthand side. Fix " > 0. From the assumption, thereexists a �nite set I" � I such that for sa = 1+c2 t(a) we haveIPa[T0 � sa] � 1� " ; 8a =2 I" :Let I 0 � I. Still denoting by Ga(u) the distribution function of T0 startingfrom a, we have:jIPa[X(ta) 2 I 0]� �(I 0)j= j Z 10 IPa[X(ta) 2 I 0 jT0 = u] dGa(u)� �(I 0)j� Z 10 jIPa[X(ta) 2 I 0 jT0 = u]� �(I 0)j dGa(u)� Z sa0 jIPa[X(ta) 2 I 0 jT0 = u]� �(I 0)j dGa(u) + "� Z sa0 jIP0[X(ta � u) 2 I 0]� �(I 0)j dGa(u) + "� saZ0 k�0P (ta�u) � �kdGa(u) + ":The last bound being independent of I 0. We have shown:k�aP (ta) � �k � saZ0 k�0P (ta�u) � �kdGa(u) + ":Now for u 2 [0; sa] we have ta � u � ta � sa ! 1 as a ! 1, thenk�0P (ta�u) � �k ! 0 as a ! 1 . By Lebesgue's dominated convergencetheorem we conclude lima!1 k�aP (ta) � �k = 0.30



Conversely, assume k�aP (ta)��k tends to 0. Let " > 0 and �x I" such that�(I") > 1� ". Then for a outside some �nite subset of I,IPa[X(sa) 2 I"] > 1� 2" ;with sa = 1+c2 t(a) as before. Now:IPa[T0 � ta] � Xb2I" IPa[T0 � ta ; X(sa) = b]� Xb2I" IPb[T0 � ta � sa]IPa[X(sa) = b] :As a tends to in�nity, ta � sa tends to in�nity and IPb[T0 � ta � sa] tendsto 1. Hence, outside a �nite subset of I,IPa[T0 � ta] � (1� ")IPa[X(sa) 2 I"] � (1� ")(1� 2"):Hence the result. 2Remark 4.1 Let B � I be a �nite subset of the state space. The hitting time of B,TB = minb2B Tb, has cuto� at time (t(a)) if8h > 0; lima!1 IPa "����� TBt(a) � 1����� > h# = 0 :From the proof of Proposition 4.1 it follows that TB has cuto� at the same time (t(a))as T0, and that cuto� for TB is also equivalent to cuto� for access to equilibrium.For a particular chain, cuto� for hitting times will in general be easier to check thancuto� for access to equilibrium. In order to prove that T0 is equivalent in probabilityto its expectation, it is enough to check that the variance of the ratio tends to zero.Denote V ara[f ] = IEa[f 2]� (IEa[f ])2.Corollary 4.1 Assumelima!1 IEa[T0] =1 and lima!1V ara " T0IEa[T0]# = 0 : (4.1)then X(t) admits a cuto� at time (IEa[T0]).In next section, we shall study a situation where both the expectation and thevariance of T0 can be explicitly computed.31



4.2 Birth and death chains on treesIn this section, we consider a particular type of Markov chains that includes birth anddeath chains on the integers. Their transition graph is de�ned on a tree. A tree is anunoriented connected graph G = (I; F ) with no non trivial closed loop. The choiceof one of the vertices as a root, denoted by 0, de�nes a partial ordering of the set ofvertices I, for which the root is a minimal element. That ordering is de�ned as follows.For any a and b in I, a is before b (a � b) if a = b or if there exists a path withoutrepetition from b to 0 containing a. For any vertex a 6= 0, there exists a unique vertex,denoted by p(a) (the parent of a) such that p(a) � a and fa; p(a)g 2 F . The set ofvertices b such that a = p(b) (children of a) is denoted by �(a). It is supposed to be�nite. There exists a unique path in the tree joining a to 0. Its length will be denotedby d(a) (the depth of a) and the set of vertices on that path (except 0) will be denotedby `(a). `(a) = fa; p(a); p2(a); : : : ; pd(a)�1(a)g :The branch stemming from a, denoted by Ba is the set of vertices in the tree after a,Ba = fb : a � bg :Given such a tree, a Markov generator is de�ned by two transition rates for eachedge. Let (�a : a 2 J) and (�a : a 2 J) be two families of positive reals, indexed bythe vertices of J = I n f0g. The Markov generator � is de�ned on I as follows: for alla 2 J , the transition rate from p(a) to a is �a, that from a to p(a) is �a. All otherrates are null. If the tree is �nite, the probability measure � = (�(a) : a 2 I) de�nedby: �(a) = �(0) Yb2`(a) �b�b ; 8a 2 J ; (4.2)is the unique stationary measure for �, which is self-adjoint with respect to �. In thein�nite case, we will assume that the Kolmogorov equations P 0t = Pt� de�ne a transi-tion semi-group such that Pt(I) = 1 for all t. We shall not discuss the conditions on �for this to happen (see for instance [13]). We will also assume positive recurrence, sothat (4.2) still de�nes the unique stationary measure of �. Proposition 4.2 below showsthat for chains whose stationary measure � has exponential decaying tails, Corollary4.1 applies and a cuto� occurs at time (IEa[T0]). For this we shall use explicit expres-sions for the expectation and variance of the travelling time through the edges of thetree. They are given in lemma 4.1 below and we refer to [21] for the proofs.Lemma 4.1 Let X(t) be a positive recurrent Markov chain with generator �. Fora 2 J we have IEa[Tp(a)] = �(Ba)�(a)�a ; (4.3)IEa[T 2p(a)] = 1�(a)�a Xc2Ba 2(�(Bc))2�(c)�c : (4.4)32



The �rst hitting time of 0 starting from a 2 J is the sum of the travelling timesalong the edges of the path `(a). Its distribution is the sum of d(a) independent randomvariables distributed respectively as Tp(b), starting from b, where b runs in `(a). Thefollowing result can be seen as a weak law of large numbers for T0 (seen as a sum oftravelling times through the edges of the tree), as well as a cuto� result.Proposition 4.2 Consider a positive recurrent chain with generator � on an in�nitetree. Assume that its stationary measure has an exponentially decaying tail, in thesense that (�(Ba)=�(a) : a 2 I) is bounded. Assume (1=�a : a 2 I) is also bounded,and limd(a)!1 Xb2`(a) 1�b = +1 :Then limd(a)!1 IEa[T0] =1; limd(a)!1V ara  T0IEa[T0]! = 0:In particular X(t) admits a cuto� at time (IEa[T0]).Proof.Using (4.3) one has:IEa[T0] = Xb2`(a) IEb[Tp(b)] = Xb2`(a) �(Bb)�(b)�b � Xb2`(a) 1�b :Thus IEa[T0] tends to in�nity as d(a) increases.Denote by K a uniform upperbound of both (�(Ba)=�(a) : a 2 I) and(1=�a(a) : a 2 I). The variance of T0 starting from a isV ara[T0] = Xb2`(a) IEb[T 2p(b)]� (IEb[Tp(b)])2 :Using (4.4) and our hypotheses, one gets:Xb2`(a) IEb[T 2p(b)] = Xb2`(a) 2�(b)�b Xc2Bb �2(Bc)�(c)�c� Xb2`(a) 2�(b)�b Xc2BbK2�(c)�c� Xb2`(a) 2K3 �(Bb)�(b)�b= 2K3IEa[T0] :33



Notice that V ara[T0] is necessarily �nite. Actually:V ara " T0IEa[T0]# = V ara[T0](IEa[T0])2 � 2K3IEa[T0] �! 0 as d(a) �!1 :The cuto� follows from Corollary 4.1 (observe that d(a)!1 is equivalentto a!1, since all vertices have �nite degree). 24.3 Birth and death chains on the lineProposition 4.2 applies in particular to many classical birth and death chains (cf. forinstance [5]), among them the M/M/s and M/M/1 queues.Consider �rst the M/M/s queue. It has Poisson input with constant rate � > 0, ands servers working independently, each with exponential service times with parameter� > 0. The condition � < s� ensures positive recurrence. The number of customers inthe system is a birth and death chain for which the birth rates are constant and equalto �, the death rate from a+1 to a is (a+1)� if a � s�1, s� else. Assume � < s�, toensure positive recurrence. From Propositions 4.2 and 4.1, the hitting time of 0 and theaccess time to equilibrium are equivalent to the expectation of the �rst, if the initialnumber of customers in the queue is large. Assuming that the initial number is a, byformula (4.3) the expectation of IEa[T0] is equivalent to a=(s�� �). This result can beinterpreted as follows. While the number of customers in the �le is larger than s, the sservers work non stop and perform on average s� services by time unit. Meanwhile, �new clients come in on average. Thus it takes about a=(s���) time units to evacuatethe �rst a customers, or equivalently to reach equilibrium.We shall examine here in more details the M/M/1 queue. It is a birth and deathchain on IN for which the birth rate is constant, the death rate being proportional tothe state. More precisely, the transition rate from a to a+1 is �, and that from a+1 toa is (a+1)�, for all a 2 IN, � and � being positive constants. It is positive recurrent forall � and �, and the stationary measure � is the Poisson distribution with parameter�=�, denoted by � = P(�=�). It is a well known fact that if the initial distributionis Poisson with parameter �0, then for each t � 0, the distribution of X(t) is P(�t)where: �t = �� + (�0 � ��)e��t :Due to propositions 4.2 and 4.1, the hitting time of 0 and the access time to equilibriumare equivalent to the expectation of the �rst, if the initial state a is large. Using (4.3),that expectation is easily proved to be equivalent to log a=�. Actually in this case amuch sharper cuto� result can be obtained, if the initial distribution of the chain isPoisson with a large parameter. (see [21] for the proof).34



Proposition 4.3 Let (P (t)) be the semigroup of the M/M/1 �le.1. There exists c0 > 0 such that if c > c0, n > 2�=�, and t = t(n) < (logn � c)=�,then kP(n)Pt � �k � 1� 2e��=� exp(�ec=4) :2. For all c > 0, if n > �=� and t = t(n) > (logn + c)=�, thenkP(n)Pt � �k � �1 + ��� e�c :Proposition 4.3 can be naturally related to a particular case of continuous samplechain. With the notations of section 2.2, take E = f1; 2g and let � be the generator:� =  �� �� �� ! ;with � and � strictly positive. Condider the continuous sample chain f ~X(t)g. It followsfrom proposition 2.7 that f ~X(t)g has a cuto� at time logn=(2(� + �)). Let N2(t) bethe number of coordinates of ~X(t) in state 2 at time t. Then fN2(t)g is a birth anddeath chain on f0; : : : ; ng with birth rate (from a to a+1) (n � a)� and death rate(from a+1 to a) (a+1)�. If its distribution at time 0 is binomial B(n; p(0)), then itremains binomial at any time t, with parameters n and p(t):p(t) = ��+ � +  p(0)� ��+ �! e�(�+�)t :That birth and death chain also has a cuto� at time logn=(2(�+ �)). Replace now �by �=n, and let n tend to 1. Then fN2(t)g converges in distribution to the M/M/1queue, that has a cuto� at time logn=�. A closely related birth and death chain onf0; : : : ; ng is the M/M/n/n queue. Cuto� for that chain has been studied by Frickeret al. [16].5 Cuto� for Jackson networksQueueing networks have now found applications in many areas, and particular in theperformance analysis of computer systems (see Robertazzi [28]). Due to the complexityof the models, the best that can be searched for in many cases is the stationary measure.Here again, knowing when exactly the stationary regime will be reached has importantconsequences in applications, let them be Monte-Carlo simulations or statistical studies.We shall examine here the convergence to equilibrium of closed and open Jacksonnetworks. A Jackson network (see for instance Kelly [20]) is made of  queues withMarkovian services. For i = 1; : : : ; , the service rate of the i-th queue is �i(ni) when35



ni customers are present in the �le. Customers coming out of queue i are routedimmediately to queue j with probability rij.In a closed Jackson network the total number n of customers in the system is �xed.The routing matrix (rij) is stochastic and assumed to be irreducible and aperiodic.The process under study is the -tuple of numbers of customers in the di�erent queues.Denote it by fN(t)g = f(N1(t); : : : ; N(t))g. Its state space is:I = f(n1; : : : ; n) : ni 2 IN ; Xi=1 ni = ng :With appropriate independence assumptions, it is a continuous time Markov chain, forwhich coordinate i is decreased and coordinate j increased by 1 with rate �i(ni)rij.The stationary measure has the following product form:�(n1; : : : ; n) = c Yi=1 niYm=1 �i�i(m) ; (5.1)where c is the normalizing constant and the �i's are a solution of the following owbalance equations. �i = Xj=1�jrji ; i = 1; : : : ;  :In an open Jackson network, customers enter the system from outside, accordingto a Poisson process with rate �. Incoming customers are routed to queue i withprobability r0i. Coming out of queue i (with rate �i(ni) as before) they are routed toqueue j with probability rij or outside the system with probability ri+1. The process isthe numbers of customers per �le at time t, still denoted by N(t) = (N1(t) : : : ; N(t)).With appropriate independence assumptions, fN(t)g is a continuous timeMarkov chainwith state space IN . The transitions are those of a closed network, plus arrivals(increment coordinate i with rate �r0i) and departures (decrement coordinate i withrate �i(ni)ri+1). The stationary distribution, if it exists, has the following productform. �(n1; : : : ; n) = �(0; : : : ; 0) Yi=1 niYm=1 �i�i(m) ; (5.2)where the �i's are the stationary ows through the �les, solution of the balance equa-tions: �i = �r0i + Xj=1�jrji ; i = 1; : : : ;  :Closed as well as open networks will be initialized with a total of n customers,proportionally distributed over the  �les (compare with Propositions 2.4 and 2.7).Thus (q1; : : : ; q) will be a �xed positive probability distribution on f1; : : : ; g, andn1(n); : : : ; n(n) will be functions from IN into IN such that:Xi=1 ni(n) = n and limn!1 ni(n)n = qi ; i = 1; : : : ;  : (5.3)36



With that initialization, we will be interested in cuto� properties as n tends to in�nity.5.1 Closed networksThe cuto� for closed Jackson networks was studied in several papers by Anantharam(see [1]). He considered �rst the case of exponential servers (constant rates �i(ni) � �i),then generalized it to parallel exponential servers in �xed numbers. If the i-th �le endswith si parallel servers with rate �i (./M/si services), the exit rate for that �le will be:�i(ni) = ni�i if ni � si= si�i if ni � si :Anantharam considered closed networks with a large number n of customers. Withbounded service rates it is intuitively clear, and easy to deduce from (5.1), that thestationary distribution tends to saturate the weakest �le, namely that for which thethroughput ratio �i=(si�i) is the smallest. At equilibrium, most customers will bewaiting in that �le. Anantharam proves that a cuto� occurs in the sense of de�nition1.1 for the convergence to equilibrium, at time Kn, where the constant K depends onthe network.The case of many parallel servers is quite di�erent. Assume each customer imme-diately �nds an exponential server with rate �i, when entering �le i (./M/1 services).The exit rate for that �le will be �i(ni) = ni�i. At equilibrium there is no saturation,and a sizable proportion of all customers occupies each �le: the asymptotic distri-bution � is multinomial with parameters n and �1=�1; : : : ; �=�, once the �i's havebeen properly scaled. But the cuto� phenomenon is still present. No wonder aboutit: this is a mere re-writing of the continuous sample chain setting of section 2.2. Foreach couple (i; j) ; i 6= j, de�ne �ij = �irij. Let � be the corresponding generator onE = f1; : : : ; g. Let f ~X(t)g be the continuous sample chain of size n with generator ~�on En. For each t � 0 and i = 1; : : : ; , de�ne Ni(t) as the number of coordinates instate i: Ni(t) = nXm=111fig(Xm(t)) :Then fN(t)g = f(N1(t); : : : ; N(t))g is distributed as the Jackson network under study.In other words, since each one of the n customers moves between the �les accordingto generator �, independently of the others, one can see the �le each customer is in,as one of the coordinates of the sample chain. Let � be the smallest among absolutevalues of eigenvalues of �. Denote by p(t)n the distribution of the chain, starting with ncustomers, distributed according to (5.3). Proposition 2.7 can be rephrased as:Proposition 5.1 Let c(n) be any function from IN into IR+, tending to in�nity as ntends to in�nity. De�ne:t�(n) = maxf0 ; logn2� � c(n)g and t+(n) = logn2� + c(n) :37



Then limn!1kp(t�(n))n � �k = 1 and limn!1 kp(t+(n))n � �k = 0 :5.2 Open networksThe case of open Jackson networks seems quite di�erent since the state space is in�nite.However, applying the techniques of section 4, one can see that cuto�s occur at timescomparable to the corresponding closed network cases: O(n) for ./M/s servers, andO(logn) for ./M/1 servers.The latter case is the simplest. Assume the exit rate of �le i is ni�i, when nicustomers are in it. The system is always positive recurrent, its stationary measure �is the product of  Poisson distributions, that of �le i having parameter �i=�i (notationsof (5.2)). Denote by � the generator on f1; : : : ; +1g, with transition rates �ij = �irij.Once in the system, each customer is independent of the others, going from �le i to�le j with rate �ij, and being eventually absorbed outside (state  + 1). Let � be thesmallest among absolute values of eigenvalues of �. Denote by IP(t) the distribution ofthe chain, starting with n customers, distributed according to (5.3). The cuto� timeis the same as that of the closed case, up to a factor 2.Proposition 5.2 The open Jackson network with ./M/M1 servers has a cuto� attime (t(n)), with t(n) = logn� :Proof.As already noticed, all customers have independent trajectories in thesystem, before they leave. Denote by Fi(t) the distribution function ofthe sojourn time in the system of a customer initially present in �le i.These distribution functions can be explicitly computed from the solutionsof the Kolmogorov system based on generator �. They have exponentiallydecaying tails, the decay rate of each one being one of the eigenvalues of�. At least one of them has decay rate �. Assume it is the case for thei-th �le. Out of ni customers initially present in �le i, the last one leavesthe system after a time which is the maximum of ni i.i.d. random variableswith distribution function Fi. Let Ti be that time. One can easily checkthat: Tilogni=�converges to 1 in probability. Recall that ni � nqi. So logn=� is the timeat which all n customers initially present in the system have left it. To�nish the proof and apply proposition 4.1, one has to prove that the time it38



takes to empty the system after that, is negligible compared to logn. Thiscomes immediately from positive recurrence. 2The case of ./M/s servers is more complicated, but the result is coherent with thatof Anantharam [1], p. 84. One major di�erence with the previous case is that the cuto�time may depend on the initial distribution of customers (qi).Proposition 5.3 Assume the open Jackson network with ./M/s servers is positiverecurrent. There exists a constant K, depending on the parameters and the initialdistribution of customers (qi) such that the network has a cuto� at time (Kn).Here we shall not give a detailed proof but rather a few indications on the computationof K. Initially, all �les have O(n) customers, hence all servers are working non-stop.The i-th �le outputs customers at rate si�i per time unit, but inputs them at rate�r0i +Pj sj�jrji. Denote by �1;i the drift of �le i.�1;i = �r0i + Xj=1 sj�jrji � si�i :Since the network is positive recurrent, the global rate Pi �1;i has to be negative. LetK1 = �mini qi�1;i > 0 :At a time which is equivalent in probability toK1n, the `fastest' �le, say i1, has emptieddown to O(1) customers, the others still having O(n) customers. From that time on,�le i1 will be `quasi-balanced', its output ow being equal to its input ow, and not tosi�i anymore. The other �les will evolve linearly in time, with drifts �2;i. At least oneof them will decrease down to O(1) customers, at a time K2n. After that, drift rateschange again. This goes on until the `slowest' �le has emptied down, after at most such periods. The constant K of the proposition above is the sum of the constants K1,K2,. . . determining the asymptotic length of each period.In both propositions 5.2 and 5.3, the hypothesis that no �le should have few cus-tomers (qi > 0) is not essential. Both results state that the cuto� time is essentiallywhat it takes to evacuate all customers initially present in the system. We believe thisremains true whatever the initial distribution of customers.In order to illustrate proposition 5.3, let us consider the example of two tandemM/M/1 queues. Customers arrive in the �rst �le at rate �. They wait there untilthey get service at rate �1, then they go to the second �le, receive another servicewith rate �2 at their turn, then leave the system. Assume positive recurrence, i.e.� < minf�1; �2g. Assume moreover that the two servers are di�erent (�1 6= �2).39
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